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“Mintel has revealed that consumers’ current financial
situation and how they expect their finances to shape up
over the coming year are close to last year’s survey results.
This means that overall spending sentiment has not been
hit by the negativity in macro-economic indicators."
– Summer Xia, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Bursting two myths about spending
Going beyond using Double 11 as a warehouse clearance sale
How far can online shopping festivals go?
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2019: measured stimulus and flexible policy

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Attentive to financial planning
While overall confident level remains the same, trends are different by demographics
Spend more and enjoy life
New trends in who decide what to buy
More shopping festivals but big spendings remain at the year end
Most satisfied purchases in 2018 Double 11: clothing, home and tech
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Overall healthy, with signs of becoming more prudent
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Confidence in Improving Financial Situation
The majority are still confident…
Figure 16: Confidence in improving financial status over the next 12 months, 2014-18
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Females are more optimistic than males
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Attitudes towards Spending
Few would cut spending to improve financial status
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Popular Online Shopping Festivals
More festivals, but Double 11 still dominates
Figure 22: Shopping festivals with highest spending, December 2018
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Most people think they have got the best deal
Figure 23: Attitudes toward online shopping festivals, “Purchases made on online shopping festivals have the greatest value for money
“, December 2018
Figure 24: Attitudes toward online shopping festivals, “Purchase decisions made during online shopping festivals are rational”,
December 2018

Most Satisfying Purchase on Double 11
Clothing, home and tech as most satisfying purchases, with Huawei being the most mentioned brand
Figure 25: Most satisfying purchase on Double 11, by category, December 2018
With a few exceptions, most satisfying brands are largely domestic brands
Figure 26: Most satisfying purchase on Double 11, by brand, December 2018
Males’ purchases are more focused
Figure 27: Most satisfying purchase on Double 11, by category, by gender, December 2018
Women, high earners, and those born in the 70s are into small appliances
Figure 28: Most satisfying purchase on Double 11, Small appliances, by demographics, December 2018

Double 11 Heavy Spenders
Mid-income earners stand out in spending
Figure 29: Types of Double 11 spenders, by personal income, December 2018
Not just for low price but also for fun
Figure 30: Attitude towards Double 11, December 2018
Figure 31: Types of Double 11 spenders, by attitude towards Double 11, December 2018
Experience sharing adds to the thrill and joy of spending
Figure 32: Attitudes towards sharing shopping experience, “Sharing with friends about items bought on online shopping festivals is
very fun”, by types of Double 11 spenders, December 2018
Generation 70s feel less engaged
Figure 33: Attitudes towards shopping festivals, by generation, December 2018
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